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the first download i tried was a game that wasnt working, but i think it might be working now, but i havent gotten to that yet. the second download was through the steam
store and as a result i couldnt find a zip or 7z option, but that doesnt really matter to me because this was a download from the browser for the game. the last download

was also through the browser, i loaded a torrent downloader and pointed it to the game, but there seems to be issues with playing windows games through a torrent
program, so if anyone knows whats up with that so, i am downloading from reqwest, but the default destination is on the downloads directory (what i want) but it looks like

reqwest is downloading to home\bwillcott\downloads\ and that isnt where reqwest is looking for the files so they dont unzip. i tried adding a options block to the reqwest
downloader, but it doesnt seem to affect the destination. theres no way for me to change it to this dir with reqwest, any ideas? a more technical complaint would be the

fact that each room has a bed that is shown as a graph on top of the room for you to place your fingers on. the bed position is represented as the y-axis, with each position
at 0-100%. the x-axis is the height of the wall behind the bed, while the red area shows the placement of the bed. this is very much a complaint directed at a game that
seems very almost like a game of virtual mario for adults, simply because of the simplicity of finding your arms and legs in each position just to press the button or move

the cursor. it just feels very basic.
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if you have used 7z in the past you will be familar with the command line version. for those who
havent, just unzip your 7z archive into any directory, open up the 7z.exe and type 7z followed

by the file you just unzipped into it. (replace the file name with what you unzipped into the
directory) 7za a -tzip -m0=lzx -mmt=on /path/to/7z.unpack.7z /path/to/archive for some reason
the -mmt=on makes sure the.txt files are excluded from 7z file compression so you can just not
use this option. note: the a part only works with the command line version. you can use 7-zip,
winzip, winrar, uudecode or whatever you like to decompress the archives. the source engine

games have four files: scripts, sound, xml and map. you can unpack them individually or in any
combination, although most people only extract the map or the sound. if your unpacking fails
for some reason the level will be stuck in the loading screen forever until you figure out why.

use the -vmtv /path/to/folder/you/downloaded/folder/to/7z.unpack.7z /path/to/file command to
extract the whole shebang, and it will extract all the files. the archives can also contain data
files, which are things like textures and images. the 7z tools will extract them, but if you dont
care about them you can easily skip this step and just extract the individual files. i think the

host should be able to do this. the giffetcher could be used instead. it also doesn’t require client-
side gif support. the only requirement is that the game must have the gif images in the correct

directory as is the case for the game. 5ec8ef588b
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